
haemagglutinin antibodies, and ectopically expressed full-length (fl) Alk (Twist-Gal4;
UAS-Alkfl) was immunoprecipitated with anti-Alk antibodies.

ELISA and immunofluorescence analysis
ELISA was carried out according to standard protocols. Microtitre plate wells were coated
with Drosophila Alk monoclonal antibody 123 (ref. 1) for the sandwich ELISA, and with
purified recombinant His–Jeb protein for the direct ELISA. For immunofluorescence
staining, COS7 cells were transfected with either pcDNA3 (as control), pcDNA3-Alkfl,
pcDNA3-AlkE, or pcDNA3-AlkA (where superscipt E and A indicated extracellular and
activated, respecitvely), and purified recombinant His–Jeb protein was added (to a final
concentration of 1 mg ml21) for 1 h before staining, as described previously21. Analysis was
carried out by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica).

In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization of whole-mount embryos was done with digoxigenin-labelled duf
RNA as probe and followed by antibody staining as described22.
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In infections, microbial components provide signals that alert
the immune system to danger and promote the generation of
immunity1,2. In the absence of such signals, there is often no
immune response or tolerance may develop. This has led to the
concept that the immune system responds only to antigens
perceived to be associated with a dangerous situation such as
infection3,4. Danger signals are thought to act by stimulating
dendritic cells to mature so that they can present foreign antigens
and stimulate T lymphocytes2,5–7. Dying mammalian cells have
also been found to release danger signals of unknown identity8–11.
Here we show that uric acid is a principal endogenous danger
signal released from injured cells. Uric acid stimulates dendritic
cell maturation and, when co-injected with antigen in vivo,
significantly enhances the generation of responses from CD81

T cells. Eliminating uric acid in vivo inhibits the immune
response to antigens associated with injured cells, but not to
antigens presented by activated dendritic cells. Our findings
provide a molecular link between cell injury and immunity and
have important implications for vaccines, autoimmunity and
inflammation.

When dying cells are co-injected with antigen into animals, they
provide an adjuvant effect for priming T-cell responses10,11. This
endogenous adjuvant activity is present in the cytosol of cells and
markedly increases when cells are injured, for example, by ultra-
violet irradiation. To identify this endogenous adjuvant, here we
fractionated cytosol from ultraviolet-irradiated BALB/c 3T3 cells by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on a sizing
column monitored with a diode array ultraviolet spectrum detector
(Fig. 1a). Pools of 4–5 consecutive fractions were tested for their
ability to augment the priming of CD8þ T-cell responses when co-
injected with particulate HIV gp120 antigen. After 14 d, splenocytes
from the primed mice were stimulated ex vivo with antigen and then
assayed for their ability to kill antigen-bearing target cells in a 51Cr-
release assay10.

A pool of low molecular weight (LMW) fractions that were below
the optimal resolution range (relative molecular mass less than
5,000; M r , 5K) of the sizing columns had adjuvant activity
that markedly enhanced the generation of cytotoxic T lymphocyte
(CTL) responses (Fig. 1b). When the individual components of this
active LMW pool were tested, most of the activity was located in a
single fraction (Fig. 1b, inset). Another pool of higher molecular
weight fractions (,40–100K) also had adjuvant activity, but this has
not been further studied at this time.

We focused on characterizing the LMW adjuvant. It was present
in the cytosol of both ultraviolet-treated 3T3 cells and liver. LMW
fractions from liver cytosol were separated further by HLPC with
sequential anion exchange (Mono Q HR5/5; Fig. 1c), sizing (Super-
dex 200 HR 10/30; Fig. 1d) and reverse phase (C18) (Fig. 1e)
columns. After each separation the active fractions were identified
by their ability to boost CTL responses in vivo (Fig. 1f–h). On all
four columns, the LMW adjuvant from liver showed the same
chromatography profile as that from 3T3 cells, suggesting that
both cells contained the same adjuvant molecule (data not
shown). The active fractions from all four columns had unique
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ultraviolet peak absorptions at 235 and 292 nm (Fig. 1a, c–e), which
disappeared at low pH (data not shown).

The LMW material from the fourth HPLC column (C18)
appeared to be homogeneous. It was subjected to trimethylsilylation
(TMS) derivatization and analysed by gas chromatography (GC)
coupled with electron impact mass spectrometry (EI-MS; Fig. 2a). A
single prominent GC peak was detected at 9.88 min (Fig. 2a). The EI
mass spectrum of this peak indicated a compound with an M r of
456 containing two or more TMS groups. A search of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database of EI mass
spectra returned a very high probability match with tetra-TMS uric
acid (Fig. 2b).

When this same fraction was analysed by direct infusion negative
ion electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (ESI-MS),
an intense ion at m/z 167 was observed, consistent with the [M-H]2

ion from uric acid. Isolation and subsequent collisional fragmenta-
tion of this ion produced an MS2 product ion spectrum identical to
that obtained from a uric acid standard. Similarly, MS3 product ion
spectra from the major MS2 ion (m/z 124) matched that from uric
acid (Fig. 2c–e and Supplementary Fig. 1). The pH-dependent
ultraviolet absorption peaks of the LMW fraction at 235 and
292 nm matched well the expected pattern for the enol tautomer
of uric acid (Fig. 2f). To exclude the possibility of an enantiomeric
or stereo-isomeric structure, the purified LMW molecule was
incubated with uricase, a highly specific enzyme that breaks down
uric acid to allantoin. Uricase rapidly destroyed the LMW molecule
(Fig. 2g). Together, these data show that the main constituent of the
highly purified LMW fraction is uric acid.

To evaluate further whether uric acid was responsible for the
biological activity seen in vivo, we purchased highly purified uric
acid and tested it for adjuvant activity. This material enhanced CTL
priming to a similar extent to that achieved by the purified LMW
fraction (Fig. 3a, b). Comparable results were obtained when
C57BL/6 mice were immunized with pure uric acid and particulate
ovalbumin antigen (Supplementary Fig. 2). Treatment of the LMW

fraction with uricase significantly reduced its adjuvant activity,
providing further proof that uric acid was the active component
in this fraction (Fig. 3d, e). Both the purified LMW fraction and the
commercial uric acid had adjuvant activity in lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-nonresponsive mice lacking the Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4;
Fig. 3g, h). Thus, LPS is not responsible for the adjuvant activity in
our preparations. The finding that uricase inactivated the LMW
fraction also argues that LPS or other microbial contaminants do
not account for the adjuvant activity (Fig. 3). Because both
commercially obtained uric acid and uric acid purified to hom-
ogeneity from liver have adjuvant activity and uricase destroys this
activity, we conclude that uric acid is one of the endogenous
adjuvants in cells.

We have previously reported that endogenous adjuvant activity
markedly increases in cells when they are injured in ways that cause
them to undergo apoptosis10. Consistent with this observation, we
found that uric acid in EL4 cells increased markedly after treatment
with heat shock, cycloheximide and emetine (Fig. 3j), which we have
previously shown to increase adjuvant activity. We also observed
about a fourfold increase in uric acid when 3T3 cells were treated
with ultraviolet radiation (Fig. 3j).

These findings provide insight into the mechanism underlying
the increase in endogenous adjuvant in injured cells. Uric acid is
produced during the catabolism of purines and is the end product of
this process in uricotelic mammals. Thus, as the injured cells rapidly
degrade their RNA and DNA, the liberated purines will be converted
into uric acid, leading to its accumulation. The production of uric
acid does not require protein synthesis, which enables dying cells to
produce more danger signal and explains why this increase is not
blocked by protein synthesis inhibitors10.

The amount of uric acid needed to provide an adjuvant effect
when injected in vivo was about 10 mg in 100 ml (Fig. 3k). The active
fractions from HPLC purification that were injected into mice all
contained more than this amount of uric acid (.170 mg ml21). Ten
micrograms of uric acid was produced by about 3 £ 106 3T3 cells

Figure 1 Purification of the LMW endogenous adjuvant from cytosol. a, Ultraviolet

spectrum of 3T3 cytosolic fractions from a GF250 sizing column. b, Anti-HIV-gp120

specific CTL activity from BALB/c mice injected with HIV gp120 antigen beads alone

(none), or admixed with either unfractionated cytosol or pooled fractions from a. Green

and red bars indicate the percentage of specific lysis at effector : target ratios of 100:1

and 33:1, respectively. Inset, individual analysis of LMW fractions 37–41. c–e, Ultraviolet

spectra of the sequential purification of LMW fractions on anion exchange (c), sizing (d)

and reverse phase (e) columns. f–h, CTL activity from mice injected with HIV gp120 and

the active LMW fractions from c–e, respectively. In a–e, the active LMW and HMW

fractions are indicated by pink and white arrows, respectively.
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treated with ultraviolet radiation (Fig. 3). Such numbers of cells
could easily die in tumours, and during viral infections and other
pathological situations. In fact, it is well known that large amounts
of uric acid can be produced from tissue injury in vivo12.

If uric acid is a physiologically important danger signal that
promotes immunity, then its elimination in vivo should result in
reduced T-cell responses to antigen. To test this hypothesis, 3T3 cells
were treated with allopurinol (a uric acid analogue that reduces uric
acid production) and then injured by ultraviolet irradiation and
freezing. These cells were then injected, along with gp120 beads, into
mice treated with allopurinol and uricase (to destroy any uric acid
that was released in vivo). Allopurinol and uricase treatment of mice
markedly reduced plasma uric acid concentrations (Supplementary
Fig. 3). The priming of gp120-specific CTLs by 104 injured cells was
substantially reduced by eliminating uric acid (Fig. 4a). Cultures of
CTLs from control mice contained 11.8 lytic units as compared with
2.0 lytic units in CTLs from mice treated with allopurinol plus
uricase (83% inhibition, Fig. 4b; representative of several experi-
ments). CTLs were still generated in treated mice that were injected
with larger numbers of injured cells (105). This may be due to the
presence of other endogenous adjuvants or the incomplete elimin-
ation of uric acid. In the mice treated with allopurinol plus uricase,
however, 105 injured 3T3 cells stimulated an anti-gp120-specific
CTL response equivalent to that induced by 104 injured 3T3 cells in
control mice (Fig. 4a). In other words, elimination of uric acid
reduced the priming of CTLs by about 90%.

To exclude the possibility that the allopurinol and uricase treat-
ment was nonspecifically immunosuppressive, we immunized both
treated and control mice with activated bone-marrow-derived

dendritic cells that were pulsed with a synthetic peptide correspond-
ing to the gp120 epitope. As expected, the peptide-pulsed dendritic
cells primed CTL responses without any added adjuvant (Fig. 4c).
Notably, the generation of anti-gp120 CTLs was not reduced in the
treated mice even under limiting conditions (Fig. 4c). The increased
response seen in the treated mice was not observed in other
experiments. Therefore, the elimination of uric acid in vivo selec-
tively reduces T-cell responses that are stimulated by injured cells.
We conclude that uric acid is one of the chief mediators produced by
injured cells that signals danger and promotes immune responses.

Adjuvants are thought to work, at least in part, by stimulating
dendritic cells to mature and to increase their expression of
costimulatory molecules1,5,6. We found that when uric acid was
added to cultures of primary bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells
(.95% CD11Cþ), it stimulated them to increase rapidly (within
6 h) their expression of CD86 and, to a lesser extent, CD80 (Fig. 5a).
This stimulation was stronger than that produced by LPS (Fig. 5b).
This effect was also seen with dendritic cells from TLR4-null mice
and therefore was not due to contaminating LPS (Fig. 5b). Although
uric acid stimulated dendritic cells to increase their expression of
costimulatory molecules, it did not affect their rate of phagocytosis
of antigen particles (Supplementary Fig. 4).

We noted that the concentrations of uric acid that stimulated
dendritic cells were also those in which crystals precipitated (Fig. 5c
and Supplementary Fig. 5). We also found that preformed mono-
sodium urate (MSU) crystals were highly stimulatory, whereas
soluble uric acid was not (Fig. 5b). It is therefore likely that MSU
crystals are the biologically active form in vitro. It is also possible
that crystals are the active form in vivo, because uric acid is reported

Figure 2 Molecular identification of the LMW endogenous adjuvant. a, Total ion current

plot from GC-EI-MS analysis of a TMS-derivatized LMW active fraction purified as in Fig.

1e. b, Top, full EI-MS of the 9.88-min fraction in a. Bottom, matching mass spectrum

from the NIST database and the structure of tetra-TMS uric acid (inset). c, Infusion

negative ion ESI-MS spectrum of the same fraction. d, e, MS2 and MS3 product ion

spectra of the m/z 167 and m/z 124 ions from c and d, respectively. Insets, proposed

product ion structures. Uric acid yielded the identical initial ion and subsequent fragments

(Supplementary Fig. 1). f, Ultraviolet spectrum of a uric acid standard at neutral pH.

g, Uricase degradation of the highly purified LMW fraction assayed by the reduction of

ultraviolet absorption at 292 nm.
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to be saturating and to precipitate in vivo at the concentrations that
we injected (.70 mg ml21)13. Although the concentration of uric
acid varied from 170 to 1,600 mg ml21 in our active HPLC fractions,
it remained in solution because it is more soluble in buffers than in
body fluids (refs 14–18 and Fig. 1). In addition, the concentration of
uric acid in our preparations of liver cytosol is typically about
4 mg ml21, which when released in vivo should locally produce a
highly supersaturated condition. Preformed MSU crystals also had
adjuvant activity when injected in vivo (Fig. 5d). Thus, these data
suggest that a chemical phase transition could be the key event that
transforms a normal autologous component into a danger signal.

We next investigated whether any crystalline or particulate
material would stimulate dendritic cells. Particles of aluminium
hydroxide (alum, a weak adjuvant for antibody responses; Fig. 6a)
or polystyrene (data not shown) did not stimulate dendritic cells in
vitro to increase expression of CD86. In marked contrast to MSU
crystals (Figs 6a and 5a–c), crystals of allopurinol, a molecule that is
structurally very similar to uric acid, or of basic calcium phosphate

(BCP) failed to activate dendritic cells (Fig. 6a). Similarly, the co-
injection of BCP crystals, allopurinol crystals or alum in vivo all
failed to augment T-cell responses to gp120, whereas MSU crystals
provided a strong adjuvant effect (Fig. 6b). These results show that
MSU crystals have specific ability to activate dendritic cells and to
augment the priming of T cells; therefore, these biological effects are
unlikely to be due to a simple mechanical stimulation of dendritic
cells by particles.

In hyperuricemia, MSU crystals can precipitate in joints, where
they cause gout, and/or in other tissues causing inflammation13,19.
In these situations, the crystals stimulate monocytes, macrophages
and epithelial cells to produce inflammatory mediators20–22. It seems
likely that dendritic cells are stimulated in a similar fashion and that
the activation of several of these cells of the innate immune system
contributes to the adjuvant effect of uric acid. Our findings also
raise the possibility that dendritic cells are involved in the patho-
genesis of gouty inflammation.

Our findings have several possible implications for health and
disease. Up until now, MSU crystals were viewed solely as patho-
genic and the biological response to them as pathological. Our
findings suggest that the formation of these crystals and the ensuing
host response could have an important role in immune surveillance
and the generation of adaptive immunity. In addition, it is
well known that in vivo dying tissue initially provokes a strong
inflammatory response but loses this phlogistic quality as it is
depleted of its unidentified proinflammatory mediators23. Our
data raise the possibility that uric acid is one of the mediators
that leads to the inflammatory response to injured and dying
tissues. Thus MSU might also be involved in inflammation to injury.

In terms of immune surveillance, our data suggest a model in
which dying cells release uric acid together with their antigens.
Dendritic cells ingest the cellular debris and thereby acquire anti-
gens from the dying cells. At the same time they receive a ‘danger
signal’ from the uric acid (and maybe other endogenous adjuvants)
and are stimulated to mature and to become immunostimulatory.
Thus, uric acid alerts the immune system to cell death, which is a

Figure 4 Eliminating uric acid in vivo inhibits adjuvant activity from injured cells. a, Mice

treated with uricase and allopurinol were immunized with 104 (filled circles) or 105 (filled

triangles) injured 3T3 cells (Methods) treated with uricase and allopurinol plus gp120–

latex beads (2 mg), and assayed as in Fig. 1b. Control mice (open circles) were assayed

similarly except that uricase and allopurinol were omitted from all steps. Data are the

mean ^ range of lysis for two mice. b, Analysis of lytic units from the cells in a (treated

versus untreated mice receiving 104 cells). c, 105 (left), 104 (middle) or 103 (right) gp120

peptide-pulsed dendritic cells were injected s.c. into mice that had been treated with

(filled triangles) or without (open circles) uricase and allopurinol, and assayed as in Fig. 1b

(Methods).

Figure 3 Uric acid has adjuvant activity in vivo and its concentrations increase in injured

cells. a–c, CTLs from BALB/c mice immunized with uric acid (50 mg) (a), the LMW fraction

(purified as in Fig. 1e) (b) or PBS (c) mixed with 5 mg of gp120–latex beads were assayed

on gp120þ (filled triangles) or control (open squares) targets; data points represent

individual mice. d–f, As a–c, except that untreated (d) or uricase-treated (e) LMW

fractions were injected. g–i, As a–c, except that C.C3H/lps-d (Tlr4 2/2) mice were used.

j, Uric acid content in EL4 or 3T3 cells after no treatment, or treatment with heat shock

(heat), cycloheximine (CHX), emetine (EME) or ultraviolet irradiation (UV). k, As a, except

that the amount of uric acid co-injected was varied. Values are the mean lysis at an

effector:target ratio of 100:1 for two mice.
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hallmark of potential danger to the host. If the dying cell contains
antigens to which the host is not tolerant, then an immune response
will be stimulated. This therefore provides a mechanism by which
the immune system could generate responses against tumours and
viral infections that were thought to lack adjuvants.

Our in vitro data indicate that the immunostimulatory form of
uric acid may be MSU crystals. Uric acid is relatively insoluble in
biological fluids (70 mg ml21) and mammals have relatively high
constitutive concentrations of uric acid in the blood (40–
60 mg ml21). Because cytosol contains high concentrations of uric
acid (for example, 4 mg ml21, which increases even more when
injured cells degrade their RNA and DNA), the local environment

around the dying cells should become supersaturated with uric acid
released when cell lyse. This would favour the formation of MSU.
The MSU crystals would also stimulate monocytes and epithelial
cells to produce cytokines, which may further potentiate immune
responses13. In the same way, the danger signal provided by uric acid
and other endogenous adjuvants might underlie the initiation of
autoimmunity in genetically susceptible individuals. In this context,
individuals affected with some autoimmune diseases have been
reported to have a higher incidence of hyperuricaemia than con-
trols19,24.

There also remains a need for the development of more and better
adjuvants for use in humans. Alum, the only adjuvant approved for
human use, is relatively weak, does not generally elicit CD8
immunity, and may preferentially induce responses biased toward
T-helper type 2 cells1. Uric acid represents a previously unknown
class of adjuvant that is distinct from those of microbial origin. It
stimulates strong CD8þ T-cell immunity. Our findings therefore
indicate that uric acid may be useful as a type of adjuvant for
vaccines.

In summary, we have identified uric acid as one of the principal
endogenous immunological danger signals. It is constitutively
present in cells and its concentration increases when cells are
injured. When released from dying cells, it stimulates dendritic
cells to mature and augments the priming of CD8þ T-cell responses
to cross-presented antigen. A

Methods
Mice, cells and reagents
All biochemical reagents were from Sigma. The Amplex Red kit for detecting uric acid was
from Molecular Probes. MSU crystals were prepared by incubating supersaturated uric
acid solutions (4–5 mg ml21) in 0.1 M borate (pH 8.5) at room temperature (26 8C) for
.48 h, followed by washing with alcohol and acetone. Preparations of other crystals are
described in Supplementary Information. We prepared antigen beads as described10,25.
Peptides have been described10 and were a gift from T. Vedvick (Corixa). Mice, cells and all
other reagents have been described10,11.

Purification and treatment of LMW adjuvant
We produced ultraviolet-treated 3T3 cells and liver cytosol as described10.
Chromatographic separations were done with a System Gold 125 solvent module linked to
a System Gold 168 diode array spectrum analyser running Gold Nouveau software v1.0
(Beckman). Cytosolic fractions were purified sequentially on Zobrax GF-250 (Agilent) or
Superdex 75 HR 10/30 (Pharmacia), Mono Q HR 5/5 (Pharmacia), Superdex 200 HR 10/
30 (Pharmacia) and semi-preparative C18 (Vydac) columns. HPLC procedures and
buffers are described in the Supplementary Information. Where indicated, the LMW C18
fraction (containing 1/40 liver equivalent) was incubated in 500 ml of 0.1 M borate buffer
(pH 8.5) at room temperature (26 8C), 0.01 unit of uricase was added, and the ultraviolet

Figure 6 Specificity of dendritic cell activation by MSU crystals. a, As Fig. 5a except that

BALB/c bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells were incubated for 6 h in 2 ml of media

containing 0.5 mg ml21 of crystals of allopurinol, BCP or MSU, or alum (Methods).

Unbroken line indicates CD86 expression, the shaded curve indicates background

(untreated dendritic cells). b, BALB/c mice were immunized with 500 mg of the indicated

crystals or alum admixed with gp120–latex beads (2 mg) and assayed as in Fig. 5d. Values

are the mean ^ range of lysis of targets by CTLs from two mice.

Figure 5 MSU crystals rapidly activate dendritic cells. a, Expression of CD80 and CD86 on

BALB/c bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells that were either untreated (shaded area) or

incubated with 20 ml of MSU crystals for 6 h (broken lines) or 24 h (unbroken lines). b, As

a, except that dendritic cells from wild-type C57BL/6 (WT) or C.C3H/lps-d (Tlr4 2/2) mice

were untreated (shaded areas), incubated with soluble uric acid (70 mg ml21, thin broken

lines), 1 mg ml21 LPS (thick broken lines) or 20 ml of MSU crystals per well (thick unbroken

lines) for 6 h. c, Expression of CD86 on dendritic cells (diamonds) versus the quantity of

MSU crystals forming in cultures (bars) incubated for 24 h with the indicated

concentrations of uric acid. d, As Fig. 3a, except that preformed MSU crystals were

injected into mice, and data are the mean ^ range of lysis at an effector : target ratio of

100:1 of gp120-transfected (filled bars) or control transfected (open bars) targets for two

mice.
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absorption at 292 nm was monitored. In some experiments, the LMW C18 fraction
(containing 1/10 liver equivalent) was treated with 0.1 units of uricase at room
temperature (26 8C) before being used for injection in vivo.

Immunization and CTL assays
Immunizations and CTL assays were done as described10 except that the indicated
adjuvants were used. Column fractions from 1–10% liver cytosol were injected without
manipulation (GF250 column) or after drying and reconstitution (other columns). Pooled
fractions without adjuvant activity were usually used as negative controls. For in vitro
stimulation, splenocytes from immunized mice were stimulated with 1028 M of
RGPGRAFVTI or SIINFEKL peptide directly, and assayed as described10.

In some experiments, mice were injected with uricase (10 mg per mouse) and
allopurinol (800 mg per mouse) in the peritoneum daily for 3 d, and 3T3 cells were
cultured in 50 mM allopurinol. The cells were irradiated with ultraviolet as described10,
frozen for 20 min, and varying numbers were then admixed with gp120–latex beads and
injected subcutaneously (s.c.) together with allopurinol (20 mg) and uricase (0.4 mg) into
the pretreated mice. Alternatively, mice treated with allopurinol plus uricase were
immunized s.c. with varying numbers of bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells that had
been pulsed with HIV gp120 peptide RGPGRAFVTI (1 mg ml21 for 1 h). Controls were
treated identically except that uricase and allopurinol were omitted from all steps.

Mass spectrometry
GC-MS and ESI-MS were done with a Quattro-II triple quadrupole (Waters) and a LCQ
quadrupole ion trap (Finnigan) mass spectrometer, respectively. Technical parameters, as
well the method of TMS derivatization, are given in the Supplementary Information.

Uric acid measurement
EL4 cells (108) were resuspended in 5 ml of culture media and incubated at 37 8C for 5 h
after being treated with emetine10 or cycloheximide for 1 h or heat-shocked at 45 8C for
20 min. 3T3 cells were either untreated or exposed to ultraviolet light for 5 min and
incubated for 5 h. The cells were directly suspended in culture media (without washing)
and disrupted by nitrogen cavitation followed by centrifugation. We determined the
concentration of uric acid in cytosol, HPLC fractions and mouse plasma by either HPLC
or a uric acid kit.

Dendritic cell culture and analysis
We cultured bone-marrow-derived dendritic cells as described26. After removing floating
cells, cultures were stimulated as indicated for 6 or 24 h. Bound crystals were detached by
incubation with either 0.5% heparin or 0.5 mM polyvinyl sulphate (100K) in PBS for
10 min. The cells were then collected by scraping and extensively washed. Staining and
flow cytometry have been described11. MSU crystals were collected from parallel sets of
wells without dendritic cells, washed with absolute alcohol and dissolved in 0.1 N NaOH.
The amount of uric acid was determined by measuring ultraviolet absorption at 292 nM
against a set of standard uric acid and NaOH solutions.
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Glucose is a global regulator of growth and metabolism that is
evolutionarily conserved from unicellular microorganisms to
multicellular animals and plants1. In photosynthetic plants,
glucose shows hormone-like activities and modulates many
essential processes, including embryogenesis, germination, seed-
ling development, vegetative growth, reproduction and senes-
cence2,3. Genetic and phenotypic analyses of Arabidopsis mutants
with glucose-insensitive (gin) and glucose-oversensitive (glo)
phenotypes have identified an unexpected antagonistic inter-
action between glucose and the plant stress hormone ethylene.
The ethylene-insensitive etr1 and ein2 mutants have glo pheno-
types, whereas the constitutive ethylene signalling mutant ctr1 is
allelic to gin4 (refs 4, 5). The precise molecular mechanisms
underlying the complex signalling network that governs plant
growth and development in response to nutrients and plant
hormones are mostly unknown. Here we show that glucose
enhances the degradation of ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE3
(EIN3), a key transcriptional regulator in ethylene signalling6,7,
through the plant glucose sensor hexokinase8. Ethylene, by
contrast, enhances the stability of EIN3. The ein3 mutant has a
glo phenotype, and overexpression of EIN3 in transgenic Arabi-
dopsis decreases glucose sensitivity.

To test the hypothesis that glucose modulates ethylene signalling
through the transcription factor EIN3, which acts downstream of
ETR1 (ref. 9) and EIN2 (ref. 10), we tested the activity of EIN3
protein tagged with the Myc epitope in maize mesophyll proto-
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